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This is Harley Warrick's story, in his own words. The "last of the Mail Pouch barn painters" shares
his vast experiences, from how barn painting began in 1878, to the tools of the trade, to the crews,
helpers, and even the print and television media, to his devoted and loving family. Harley's tale is
part business, part personal, but all of it pure pleasure. This man, one of the last of a bygone era of
travelling sign painters, not only saw America, but left an indelible imprint upon it. How many in the
sign industry today can claim they contributed to historical landmarks and were "On the Road with
Charles Kuralt"? A wonderful, nostalgic narrative, The Barn Painter also includes nearly 200 photos
and illustrations, in both historical black and white and modern full color. A fascinating look at a
vanishing slice of Americana.
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I grew up with my Dad using Mail Pouch and when we went for rides around West Virginia, it was
always a thrill to find another MP Barn. The book does not mention the barn-side painted in the
museum in Charleston honoring Mr Warrick. I have a wall in my home covered with pictures of MP
barns along with one of those big thermometers! I especially like the motto, "TREAT YOURSELF
TO THE BEST" I painted it on a piece of cedar fence and hung it to enhance the photos and
needlework, a crewel kit from "The American Home" magazine; I believe it was, several years ago. I
am now designing a quilt block with a MP barn on it to be combined with other blocks honoring West
Virginia to be used to raise college scholarship money for West Virginia students.So, this book is on

my coffee table in that room for all to see and enjoy. However, I do not condone the use of tobacco,
having quit smoking cigarettes when I had lung surgery; don't use tobacco except for nostalgia. has
excellent service! Thank you!

The Barn Painter revisits the days when grandparents saw ads painted on bridges, barns and
buildings. While the number of Mail Pouch Tobacco barns dwindles with each passing year, this
book pays tribute to one man who helped create a piece of Americana.

Very interesting book about the life of Harley E. Warrick, and the barns he painted...the man was
hardly ever at home! We enjoy finding one of his creations once in awhile across the farmlands! A
fun read.....

Contained good information about Mr. Warrick. Little known facts that were really cool. The
illustrations were awesome, and I would recommend the book for Mail Pouch Barn enthusiasts.
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